CAR DISPLAY TOWER
The Car Display Tower allows free visual connection between customer and service area and is inspiring a
confidential feeling. Credible Car Display Tower is a pioneering solution for car dealers to store and
present cars. Especially in city center’s where space is limited and valuable, the presentation area is
multiplied. The "point of sale" is transformed into a "point of information" by the far visible glass tower.

Credible Car Display Tower are :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Line Type
Hexagonal
Cube
Round
Customized-As per need.

Car Display Towers offer a variety of tailored solutions for innovative designing of car
display facilities.







Exclusive, attractive and eye-catching way to display independent brands
Cost-effective and optimal use of available surface area at sites of high demand
Specific levels can be linked to appropriate sales floors
Can provide storage for customer cars during servicing and repair operations.
This facility allows customers to deposit and retrieve their own vehicles directly, thus simplifying
this section of the business
Strengthens the claim of a modern car dealership in greater customer orientation and extends
the “point of sale” to point of information

Technology :






Tested and low-wear chain driven technology
Self-supporting and hot galvanized steel structure
Low-noise frequency-regulated drive for smooth acceleration and slow down of horizontal,
vertical and turning movements
Equipment control by means of industry standard PC
Modem link to customer service for software updates and error diagnosis from factory premises

Comfort :





Easy operation via PC from sales rooms.
Various screen displays for storing and retrieval
Possible to store data about each vehicle housed
Simplified way of locating vehicles using various search criteria possible

Diverse variations :






Height of tower 10-40m
Various vehicle heights possible
Variety of ways to design layout of space
Extension to existing showrooms or new built and/or repair shops possible
Loading to a second or another display levels using vertical lift possible

What we offers :






Efficient consulting and assistance in planning by many years of experience
Assistance when negotiating with relevant authorities
General contractor services for Car Display Tower including roof and façade, fire protection,
foundation
Global/Nation-wide service network with modem link and speedy reply
Inspected and certified by TÜV or other competent Agencies

